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Investment generally results in acquiring an asset, also called an investment. 
If the asset is available at a price worth investing, it is normally expected

Yoga bag

Investment generally results in acquiring an asset, also called an investment. 
If the asset is available at a price worth investing, it is normally expected

Yoga massage ball

Investment generally results in acquiring an asset, also called an investment. 
If the asset is available at a price worth investing, it is normally expected

Yoga mat

Sports Series

Yoga block

Investment generally results in acquiring an asset, also called an investment. 
If the asset is available at a price worth investing, it is normally expected

Made of high quality washable cork fabric and soft inner 
lining, with sturdy zipper and reinforced seams. Equipped 
with comfortable and adjustable handles for easy carrying 
even with a heavy load. It can be hand-washed or machine-
washed. The style is classic and fashionable.

Cork yoga bag

Made of 100% pure natural cork, green, safe and healthy. 
Massage balls enhance joint movement, relieve pain, increase 
circulation and calm your nervous system.

Cork massage ball

Cork Yoga Mats. The ultimate grip for your practice, 
featuring our unique and original.  Ruly Planet Friendly -
biodegradable, non toxic and Pvc-free. Good for you, good 
for the planet.

Yoga mat

Sports Series

Cork yoga block
Our cork block is created with 100% natural Cork. Cork 
effectively resists moisture, and odors with proper care. It 
also offers exceptional stability and support for yoga, Pilates, 
and more.
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Cork is perfect for hot 
yoga practices as the grip 
improves as you sweat. 
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This mat is very fashionable,  
popular with young people
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03
Special sticky non slip texture on on 
the bottom, more durable than 
regular yoga mats and slip resistant 
to tearing and deformation.

01
This one, like a bamboo texture, is 
also very distinctive.This line feels 
very natural and rustic.
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02  With sturdy zipper and reinforced seams. 
Equipped with comfortable and adjustable handles 
for easy carrying even with a heavy load.

.

 hand-washed 

 machine-washed
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02 One zipper pocket，one open pocket
One for valuables， one for other things
Wide shoulder strap,for easy carrying 
even with a heavy load.

03 Casual style.
Stylish yet durable and practical. 

01 Large capacity,
Comes with large space to store 
up all your needs 

 machine-washed hand-washed 
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Detachable Comfortable

Hanger holeVelcroTwo-way zipper

Velcro handle
 hand-washed  machine-washed
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02
 Cork is naturally absorbent and 
moisture-proof, wicking sweat 
better away than foam yoga 
blocks and it won't get as 
slippery. It is antimicrobial, 
naturally eliminating bacteria and 
germs, while repelling mold and 
mildew.

03
Sizes and logos can be 
customized

01
NON-TOXIC & ECO-
FRIENDLY - All natural and 
non-toxic, our yoga blocks 
are made of sustainable 
cork, considered to be one 
of the most renewable 
resources on the planet. 
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We all want to keep the health and fitness

Fit
                Safe
Green
                                     Healthy
            Ecological

Environmentally friendly 
           
                THANKS!
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